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Thank you so much for your time today
and making this happen for my son and
his classmates!”

Bunny Hops In
By John Plaza
It was a sunny morning on April
13th, 2017 when the Paralyzed
Veterans of America, Cal-Diego
Chapter arrived at the California
Avenue School in Vista, CA for the
annual Bunny Visit. The annual
Bunny Visit is something that Richard
and Sheila Johnson have been doing
for over 20 years. The California
Avenue School is a school for special
needs children, and they all light up
when they see the Bunny arrive and
bring them an Easter gift bag. The
gift bags are filled by Karissa, the
granddaughter of Richard and Sheila
along with three of her friends. These
girls look forward to stuffing the bags
with bunnies, bears, other stuffed
animals and some candy treats.
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Small Arms Event
It’s time to hit the
range and do a little
shooting!
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Kendra Wilson

This year we were able to make at
least one child’s experience with the
bunny a very good one…
“Thank you so much to coming to Cal
Ave. School today. We are an active duty
USMC family (15.5 years in) and my son
is blind and has CP. He has never been
able to sit with the Easter Bunny... until
today. You all were so kind and gentle
that he snuggled up and came home
talking about the bunny!

A unique part of the Easter Bunny
coming to the school, is that when the
children see the furry visitor in a
wheelchair they instantly become
much more at ease and comfortable in
relating to the Easter Bunny.
Please feel free to stop by our office,
or call 858-450-1443 today for more
information about this event or about
any of our other programs or services.
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A Word from the Editor
As the summer are months are now quickly
approaching, I find my mind wandering towards
the fun activities and events that generally follow
along with this time of year. Obviously being
located near the ocean as we are, water sports are
prevalent amongst San Diego residents and PVA,
Cal-Diego members alike.
Over this last year, our chapter has been enjoying Adaptive Sailing
in the San Diego Bay, and our goal is to set several sailing event
days, as well as a regatta over the upcoming months.
If you prefer a cooler, darker atmosphere to spend your hot summer
days, make sure you check out our PVA, Cal-Diego Beachcomber
Bowling league held twice monthly in San Diego. You can read
about the program in this issue, and if you think it’s something you
might like to try, there’s never been a better time than with our new
season just beginning.
If you would like to be a contributing writer in our publication, or if
you have any questions or comments, please write to me directly at
sshelden@caldiegopva.org. I greatly hope you enjoy this issue.
"
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VOLUNTEER COORDINATOR
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PARALYZED VETERANS OF
AMERICA, CAL-DIEGO
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The mission of the Paralyzed Veterans of
America, Cal-Diego Chapter is to improve the
quality of life for Veterans of the United States
Armed Forces and others who have spinal
cord injury or dysfunction.

Health & Repair Services
VA HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
858-522-8585
WHEELCHAIR REPAIR
858-642-6330

Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed in the
“Beachcomber” are not necessarily a direct
representation of the views or ideals of PVA, CalDiego Chapter. We hereby disclaim any
responsibility for opinions expressed herein.
All photography unless otherwise credited, is
copyright of Steven M. Shelden.
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President’s Message
By: Duane Norman
Last month I had the opportunity to
attend a symposium on spinal cord
research jointly presented by the PVA
and UC San Diego. The focus of this
symposium was to bring together
researchers from around the world so
they would have an opportunity to
discuss their individual research ideology regarding
spinal cord injury and the potential for rejuvenation and
repair. If you're anything like myself, you harbor in the
back of your mind the possibility that one day there may
be a cure that will return function to the damaged
portion of our spinal cord. When I was injured in 1970, I
knew intuitively that if I kept myself healthy that in the
next 10 years they would find a cure for this type of
injury and I would be able to walk again. At the end of
those 10 years I had completed my education and had a
Masters degree in the field of rehabilitation science. I
realized that this was never going to be a possibility. It
was then that I realized that life with a spinal cord injury
is going to be what you make it, it could be a major
roadblock to everything you do in life or if you're lucky, a
minor inconvenience.
Following the symposium I once again have returned to
my belief of 1970 that a cure for rejuvenation of the
damaged area of the spinal cord is once again a
possibility. In the symposium we heard several
researchers speak on everything from stem cell research
to bridging electrical devices at the point of injury on the
spinal cord. We saw a research film that showed both
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rats and a human subject, quadriplegic in function, able
to ambulate with suspension devices and electronic
neural stimulation to the spinal cord. In speaking with
the researcher following his presentation he indicated a
true excitement about the direction of research regarding
spinal cord injury both now and in the future. He further
indicated at the present time none of the research
currently being done has any real practical application
however they are all necessary steps that must be taken.
We've all heard about stem cell research and the potential
for rejuvenation that these cells appear to be capable of.
This field of research again looks extremely promising,
however the cells themselves hold a mystery as to how
they function and possibly mutate over time which
negates the researchers ability to consider human trials at
this time.
So what do I truly know today that I didn't know 46
years ago, the spinal cord continues to be a mystery that
will be difficult to repair. 46 years ago I was told and
accepted the fact that this would never change. Today
although a cure is not in our immediate future I think
one is on the scientific horizon and for those new injuries
the potential for recovery is a distinct possibility.
Currently there are approximately 250,000 people in the
United States was spinal cord injury, that's the bad news.
The good news is the number of new injuries each year is
going down. This coupled with scientific research by
dedicated scientists and advances in the medical field
leads me to believe that the future for an improved
quality of life for the spinal cord injured individual in the
future is promising.
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FUND A LIFETIME OF SUPPORT
FOR SERIOUSLY INJURED VETERANS.

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE TODAY.
Regardless of the condition, all vehicles have value and are
sold at auction. Proceeds from the sale help provide jobs, care
and benefits for severely injured veterans and their families.
Scheduling a pickup is free and easy, and you may be eligible
for a tax deduction, too! There’s no better way to give back to
those who have given so much.

WheelsHelpingWarriors.org
866.841.2023
Schedule a free pickup.

Marketing and advertising paid for by The Jeffrey Carlton Charitable Foundation
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Executive Director’s Message
By: Peter Ballantyne
As we approach days of remembrance
and salutes to our veterans--VE Day,
Memorial Day, Flag Day and July 4th, I
think of the flag to which we pledge
our allegiance. Here are three flag
stories for you.
While Francis Scott Key sat on a British ship during the
War of 1812, Fort McHenry’s garrison raised a huge flag.
Major Armistead had specifically asked for a “flag so
large that the British will have no difficulty in seeing it
from a distance.” The enemy was duly impressed.
Robert Barrett, a young midshipman on a British
warship, commented on the “superb and splendid
ensign.”
When Key saw the flag, he realized that the fort had
survived the bombardment. Many years later, he
described his feelings, "Through the clouds of war, the
stars of that banner still shone in my view. . . . Then, in
that hour of deliverance and joyful triumph, my heart
spoke, and “Does not such a country, and such defenders
of their country, deserve a song?” was its question. With
it came an inspiration not to be resisted; and even though
it had been a hanging matter to make a song, I must have
written it. Let the praise, then, if any be due, be given,
not to me, who only did what I could not help doing, not
to the writer, but to the inspirers of the song!"
Mike Strank was born in 1919 in Jarabenia,
Czechoslovakia. It was Mike who got the order to climb
Mt. Suribachi. Mike picked his “boys” and led them
safely to the top. Mike explained to the boys that the
larger flag had to be raised so that “every Marine on this
cruddy island can see it.” It was Mike who gave the
orders to find a pole, attach the flag and “put’er up!”
Mike’s right hand is the only hand of a flagraiser not on
the pole. His right hand is around the wrist of Franklin
Sousley, helping the younger man push the heavy pole.
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This is typical of Mike, the oldest of the flagraisers,
always there to help one of his boys. Two months before
the battle Mike’s Captain tried to promote him but Mike
turned it down flat: “I trained those boys and I’m going
to be with them in battle,” he said.
Mike died on Iwo Jima on March 1, 1945. He was hit by a
mortar as he was diagramming a plan in the sand for his
boys. Mike is buried in Arlington National Cemetery.
The famous 9/11 flag came from the yacht Star of
America, owned by Shirley Dreifus and her late husband
Spiros E. Kopelakis, which was docked in the yacht basin
in the Hudson River at the World Financial Center.
Firefighter McWilliams cut the yardarm off of the yacht
with a K-Saw and then took the flag and its pole from the
yacht to an evacuation area on the northwest side of the
site. Soon after its raising above Ground Zero, the flag
had disappeared.
The city thought it had possession of the flag after the
attack, Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and George Pataki
signed it, and it flew at the New York City Hall, Yankee
Stadium, and on the USS Theodore Roosevelt (CVN-71)
during its service in the Mideast. However, when the
flag's owner, Dreifus, prepared to formally donate the
flag, it was discovered that there was a size discrepancy:
while the yacht's flag measured 4 by 6 feet, the flag the
city had in its possession measured 5 by 8 feet. The
original flag has since been recovered.
There are two US flags that fly over my home. One is
right over my front door, a welcome sign to all who
believe in our nation, and those citizens who are
defenders of Liberty. The other is in my back yard,
which overlooks Genesee Avenue--our family wants
people to know that we are proud of the people of this
country.
Our flag has represented us from our nation's birth
through today. It has represented all of us--no matter
what our beliefs in what it means to each of us. We
celebrate Flag Day on June 14 with all of you and send
special wishes to my Dad, born on Flag Day, 1923.
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Connect With What Matters

Being there makes a difference
Recently the Better Life Mobility team joined forces with
MobilityWorks so that we could provide our veterans with the
largest selection of mobility solutions that best fit their physical
capabilities and lifestyle. Veterans have unique needs so we
treat each of them as individuals. First of all, we listen. Then, we
work together to find the best solution. Collectively, Better Life
Mobility and MobilityWorks will continue to build on our mission
to help veterans connect with who and what matters most.

SUVs

MobilityWorks has more than 60 locations across the country with
the largest selection of accessible vehicles and adaptive solutions:
• Minivans, full-size vans and SUVs
• The latest in adaptive technology
• Complete maintenance and service
• Rental vans — veterans receive a 10% discount

Lifts and stowage products

Electronic control systems

MobilityWorks is committed to serving you. Contact us today
so we can evaluate your needs and find a solution that best
fits your lifestyle.

USA’s largest accessible van dealer!
MobilityWorks
8130 Parkway Dr.
La Mesa, CA 91942
619-474-4072

www.mobilityworks.com
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Legislative Updates
By: Wayne Landon
PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter on Capitol
Hill
The Annual PVA Advocacy/Legislation
seminar on the 1st session of the 115th
Congress was held March 6 - 9, 2017
with nearly all PVA chapters being
represented by at least one member.
PVA’s National President, Al Kovach and Executive
Director, Sherman Gillums gave the introductory
statements for this year’s seminar. During the conference
we were privileged to hear from PVA staff and members
of federal agencies on issues important to attendees.
The Advocacy portion discussed our continued efforts on
the Air Carrier Access Act and efforts to improve air
travel for people with disabilities. A panel of experts we
have worked with on this issue included representatives
from the Department of Transportation, Virgin America
Airlines, and the Flight Attendants Association.
Government Relations’ Advocacy staff also discussed
entitlement reform, specifically Social Security, Medicare
and Medicaid, as well efforts to undermine the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) known as ADA
notification.
The Legislative portion of the seminar focused significant
on the area of specialized services such as spinal cord
injury and disease (SCI/D) care. Attendees had the
opportunity to hear from Dr. Manosha Wickremasinghe,
the incoming Executive Director of the Spinal Cord
Injury/Disease Service at the Department of Veterans
Affairs (VA).
Wednesday March 7th we presented these issues to our
senators and representatives and/or their staff in order
to gain their support working together as advocates to
enhance the quality of life for PVA, Cal-Diego members,
fellow veterans and all disabled individuals.
The top tree high priority issues the Paralyzed Veterans
of America, Cal-Diego Chapter addressed before the
Senate and House Representatives were:
1. PROTECTION OF SPECIALIZED SERVICES: The
VA is the best health care provider for veterans. In fact,
the VA’s specialized services, such as spinal cord injury/
"
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disease (SCI/D) care, blinded care, poly-trauma care, and
mental health care, are incomparable resources that often
cannot be duplicated in the private sector. These services
must be strengthened and sustained and not subject to
cost-cutting measures. Congress must ensure VA is able
to maintain its capacity to provide quality care, and then
conduct the oversight to ensure it does so. Additionally,
Congress must ensure that the protections afforded
veterans through title 38 U.S.C. § 1151 are retained in the
effort to provide easier access to community care.
2. EXPAND ELIGIBILITY FOR THE VA
COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY CAREGIVER
PROGRAM: The current Veterans’ Affairs (VA)
Caregiver Support Program is available only to veterans
seriously injured as a result of their military service on or
after September 11, 2001. Congress must eliminate the
unfair date of injury requirement. Further, the program
must make eligible those veterans with serious illnesses
that are the result of their service.
3. AIR CARRIER ACCESS ACT: The Air Carrier Access
Act (ACAA) prohibits discrimination based on disability
in air travel. Despite progress, too many travelers with
disabilities still encounter significant barriers, such as
damaged assistive devices, delayed assistance, and lack
of seating accommodations. Enforcement of ACAA
protections is limited to administrative action and civil
fines. Consequently, people with disabilities typically
receive little if any redress to their specific grievances. To
increase access to air travel, PVA believes that ACAA
enforcement must be strengthened and structural access
to aircraft along with related policies and procedures
must be improved.
Other legislative issues presented:
REFORMING THE BENEFITS CLAIMS AND
APPEALS PROCESs: Redesign the entire claims and
appeals process. Legislation reflecting the new plan is
currently before Congress.
IMPROVE BENEFITS FOR CATASTROPHICALLY
DISABLED VETERANS: Increase in Special Monthly
Compensation (SMC), specifically for Aid and
Attendance (A&A).

Legislative Updates continued on page 10…
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Legislative Updates continued…
ADA NOTIFICATION: People with disabilities should
have the ability to enforce ADA access to public
accommodations through the courts, if needed, without a
requirement to provide prior notification to the
accommodation.
ENTITLEMENT REFORM TARGETS SAFETY NET
PROGRAMS: Efforts to preserve Social Security,
Medicare and Medicaid should be undertaken through
regular Congressional order and should not undermine
earned benefits and health and long term services that
are vital to millions of veterans and other people with
disabilities.
PROVISION OF IVF: Pass legislation ensuring that IVF
services at VA are made a permanent party of the
medical care package.

U.S. Access Board Issues Guidance on the International
Symbol of Accessibility
The U.S. Access Board has released guidance on the
International Symbol of Accessibility (ISA) to address
questions that have arisen on the use of alternative
symbols. Some cities and states have adopted a different
symbol that was created to be more dynamic and
suggestive of movement. The Board's guidance explains
how use of a symbol other than the ISA impacts
compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).
Standards issued under the ADA require that the ISA
label certain accessible elements, spaces, and vehicles,
including parking spaces, entrances, restrooms, and rail
cars. Similar requirements are contained in standards
issued under the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA) for
federally funded facilities.
The ISA, which is maintained by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), has served as a
world-wide accessibility icon for almost 50 years.

On March 9, PVA National President Al Kovach, Jr.
presented his annual testimony before a joint hearing of
the House and Senate Committees on Veterans’ Affairs.

Access to Care
By: DeMarlon Pollard - NSO San Diego
When comparing Veteran Service
Organizations, Paralyzed Veterans of
America (PVA) leads the way not only
by assisting Veterans with
Compensation &Pension benefits, but also in ensuring
that all SCI/D Veterans are receiving timely and proper
medical care within the VA Spinal Cord Injury/Disease
System of Care.
With that being said, PVA is requesting feedback from
our members in regards to any access to care issues you
may be having. We would like to hear from you if you
are experiencing any restrictions to receiving access to
care at the SCI/D Center or SCI/D Clinic.

appointment, delays in appointments for a particular
procedure, delays in obtaining specific prosthetic
equipment and supplies, delays that resulted in you
having to use the Choice Act, and/or denial of care from
the VA facility.
If you are experiencing any of the following issues,
please contact your local PVA National Service Officer
(NSO) or Veterans Health & Benefits Specialist, who is
compiling a database of reported issues and working to
resolve them on your behalf.
Please be ready to give specific details about your
experience such as the time, date, request that was made,
and person you spoke with, if possible. We thank you
for your time and involvement with this matter. You can
reach your local service officer at demarlonp@pva.org
(858) 552-7519.

This would include issues such as your ability to receive
timely quality health care, delays in obtaining an

"
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NSO News
By: Robert Kamei

Automobile and Adaptive
Equipment
For wheelchair/scooter users, this may
be the best innovation ever created.
Allowing these users the freedom to
transport themselves to and from any
place they wish is a definite boost to
their feelings of self-independence. I know that was
the case for me but you must understand that there is a
path to attaining adapted equipment from the VA.
Before I received my award to attain an adapted
automobile, I purchased a small scooter that I would
break down and put in the trunk of my car, drive to
wherever I needed to go, go to the trunk and pull out the
pieces to put it back together again. The whole activity
took about 15-30 minutes, depending upon the amount
of light available at 0-dark-thirty, since I was still on
active duty, working while awaiting my Physical
Evaluation Board (PEB). That amount of time was also
dependent upon how well I was feeling that day with my
particular symptoms. Basically I was so ready for a faster
and easier solution to my transportation needs, given my
mobility status.
When the PVA informed me I received my approval for
my VA claim and that I was also approved for an
adapted automobile, I really didn’t know that much
about what I needed to do and what an auto grant was. I
was told that since I had “service-connected loss or
permanent loss of use of one or both hands or feet, permanent
impairment of vision of both eyes to a certain degree, or
ankylosis (immobility) of one or both knees or one or both hips”
I was authorized to receive this one–time auto grant,
which at the time was $8,000. (Currently the auto grant is
up to $20,235.20, but that difference from now and then is
not collectable!) Now if you feel you qualify to receive
this benefit, you need to contact your respective service
organization to determine eligibility and obtain the
application (VAF 21-4502)
After researching my options of dealerships and different
types of vehicles, my first van (you can get two within
every four years) actually allowed me to drive my chair
into the van on a ramp that comes out of the van. There
was also a kneeling option that lowers the van so that the
BEACHCOMBER MAY/JUNE 2017

incline is not as steep to get into the van. To
accommodate the size of the chair and the person in it,
the designers had to lower the floors of the van, in case
you were wondering like me, why you could not fold the
seats into the floor like on TV. To assist you to actually
drive the vehicle, there are adaptations such as hand
controls*, where you use your hands to accelerate or
brake your vehicle; a spinner knob, to assist you turn and
steer your steering wheel while driving; assisted
emergency-brake, which is a switch to enact your
emergency brake/parking brake; powered transfer/
swivel seat, which moves the driver’s seat back and
rotates it for optimal positioning for wheelchair transfers;
chest or shoulder harnesses for drivers with poor core
abdominal strength; and low-effort or sensitized steering
and braking systems for those with weakness with their
upper extremities. And these options/necessities are
paid for by the VA!
*To get approved for hand controls, you first need a
consult from your doctor to see Occupational Therapy
(OT) to verify whether you are qualified to receive such
controls. From there, OT will send you to a Driver
Rehabilitation Center for your hand control training,
which will further test your strength and capability to
use these controls. After that training is finished and
they feel you will pass any further driving tests
mandated by the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV),
you will finally be able to have a certified organization
install your hand controls on your vehicle. In the event
you made these adaptations on your own or paid for
them prior to the VA’s authorization to do so, the costs
usually are not reimbursed.
After purchasing your vehicle fitted to your liking, there
are reimbursements that are also paid for by the VA for
options that are necessary that you have within your
vehicle. These include automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, electric door openers, power
windows, cruise control, rear window defroster, power
door locks, power seats, and for certain disabilities, air
conditioning. This reimbursement will come to you after
the paperwork has been submitted and the bill has been
paid for the automobile accommodations.

NSO News continued on page 12...
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NSO News continued...
In the event you are not qualified for the auto grant,
there is still a way to be approved for certain adaptive
equipment, since the #1 goal of the VA is to ensure that
you make it to your VA appointments. For example, there
are external lifts that are placed on your vehicle to
transport your chair and tie-downs to secure the chair to
the vehicle. So if you are having problems getting to your
appointments and need to have your vehicle
appropriately equipped, contact your physician to get a
prescription for the hardware you need the prosthetics
department to properly provide.

I am so appreciative of acquiring such automotive
adaptive equipment that provides me the independence
of being able to go where I need to go with my mobility
chair. It has also provided me the opportunity of being
able to return to being active in my social circle and
allow me the opportunity to serve you as a National
Service Officer, to work to make sure you are afforded
the same opportunities to acquire all necessities you are
authorized to receive. Once again, if you have any
questions regarding this ancillary benefit that is listed on
your award, please contact your local service
representative to get those questions answered.

http://www.sdfestivalofthearts.org

SCI Parking Decal
The VA San Diego Healthcare System Police will be re-issuing Spinal Cord Injury Parking decals with expiration
dates starting on March 27, 2017. All Veterans with Spinal Cord Injury and Disorders followed in the Spinal Cord
Injury Center in VA San Diego need to go to the Police window at the front of the hospital to request the new
Decal and complete a new Decal form. Enforcement of the new SCI Decals through Courtesy Violation Notices
for non-compliant vehicles and drivers will begin June 1, 2017 for a limited time.
"
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Convert your
manual chair
into a power
chair!

Packed With Innovative Features
• Easy To Use Joystick Features Complete Movement Control, Horn, Charge
Meter And Chair Mounting Button. Adjustable For Either Left or Right Hand
Operation and User Arm Length
• Comfortable Arm Pads Provide Support
• Safe And Secure Anti-Tilt Mechanism
• Rugged Compact and Lightweight Removable Handlebars
• Rigid Lightweight Compact Frame Made From TIG Welded Stainless
Steel And Comes With A Lifetime Warranty. Limited 1-Year Warranty On
Electronics And Other Components
• Carbon Fiber Motor Cover Provides Lightweight Protection
• Performance Minded Inflatable Rubber Tires With Maximum Traction
Pattern. Mounted To Stylish Polished Aluminium Wheels
• Frog legs® Forks

Travel Case Option
Features and Benefits
•
•
•
•

Make Airline Travel Easy with the ZX-1
Travel Case

Only weighs 34 pounds
Waterproof and Rugged
TSA Approved
ZX-1 Fits inside with room
for extra items
• Comes with caster wheel kit
for ease of rolling

LITHIUM ION BATTERY POWERED!

Call 760-496-2121 | Toll Free 877-291-4540 | www.spinergy.com
1914 Palomar Oaks Way, Ste 100 Carlsbad CA 92008
U.S. Patent No. 8,430,189 Other U.S. and/or Patents Pending. International Patents Pending
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Small Arms Make Big Bangs
Story by: Jim Russell - Photos by: Ron Jaffe

Cal-Diego’s 29th annual small arms shooting events
took place over three days and two venues on 24- 26
March 2017 in Riverside County, CA. The event
started with our 10th annual center-fire pistol and rifle
event on Friday 24 March at the Lytle Creek Firing
Range located in Lytle Creek, CA. The range is in a
mountain pass at 4,000 feet elevation, so it was a cool
morning, and this year there was quit a bit of snow on
the mountain tops surrounding the range. Contrary to
predictions for rain, we received no precipitation
during our time in the mountains. Fortunately, we
did have John Plaza event coordinator for PVA CalDiego, Andy Mac Donald from National PVA
Shooting Sports and Ian Weitzel associate member of
PVA Cal-Diego, doing a great job with range duties.
"
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Small Arms continued...
The pistol event consisted of 50 rounds with National
PVA providing the ammunition and the contestants
providing the pistols, anything larger than a .22 but not
larger than a .45 was allowed, iron sights only. The
course of fire was ten rounds practice at the 15 yard line
followed by ten rounds slow fire, 15 yard line and 10
rounds quick fire also at the 15 yard line. After removing
the 15 yard line targets the target stands with fresh targets
were moved to the 25 yard line for 10 rounds slow fire
followed by 10 rounds timed fire. When that was all over,
the top pistol shooter was Kurt Nelson with 354/400,
followed by Doug Vann, with 348/400. Great shooting!

year in a row, by Brian Delaney with 145/200. Then we
had to break down the targets, police the brass and
generally make the range in good shape for the next
users. When that was all completed, we had a tasty lunch
thanks to the efforts of Keith Rheinhardt. Thanks Keith
for the good work.

Following the pistol and rifle events we traveled to the
Redlands Shooting Park in Redlands, CA for trap
shooting practice. Our food providers for the first time
were Melissa Johnson and Ian Weitzel, assisted by Hilda
Fox along with Sabrina Vann, and Jessie Mac Donald and
they all did a great job for our breakfasts and lunches all
Next, the targets were moved to the 100 yard line and
weekend long. Our menus consisted of; pancakes,
each shooter was afforded the opportunity to fire 5
scrambled eggs, sausages, biscuits and gravy, coffee, fresh
rounds of practice to check their sights. Then we fired the fruit, tri tip, potatoes, fresh green salads, and elk chili,
proscribed rifle course, 5 rounds slow fire, prone position, from a female elk captured by PVA vice president Joseph
5 rounds quick fire, prone position, followed by 5 rounds L Fox Sr. Our heartfelt thanks to all of them. Also, our
slow fire, standing position and 5 rounds timed fire,
thanks to first time score keeper Ian Weitzel for doing a
standing position. Top shooter, for the fifth year in a row, great job of manning the computer to do the score
was Kurt Nelson with 193/200, followed, for the second
keeping.

BEACHCOMBER MAY/JUNE 2017
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Small Arms continued...
We are fortunate to have such dedicated volunteers
assisting us.

one 49 followed by four 48’s. Doubles top scores began
with two 48’s followed by two 46’s and six 45’.

Outdoor events are always subject to the prevailing
weather and fortunately Mother Nature once again,
despite dire predictions from the weather services, smiled
upon us, we had great weather for the entire weekend.

Singles on Sunday saw nine perfect scores 50/50 followed
by nine 49’s. Handicap saw one perfect score followed by
three 49’s and three 48’s. Doubles a little more difficult
saw two perfect scores followed by two 49’s and just one
48.

Saturday and Sunday saw a total of 126 shooters
participate, 65 on Saturday and 61 on Sunday. The trap
competition consisted of 50 singles, 50 handicap and 25
pair of doubles on both Saturday and Sunday.
We were fortunate once again to have several young
shooters from the Redlands Barrel Blasters trap club, a
youth group that regularly shoots at the Redlands
Shooting Park. All 13 youths shot on both days and
acquitted themselves quite well, receiving 3 awards. It is
great to see youths continuing to be involved in the
shooting sports. The two top youth shooters were Isaac
Smith with a 279 followed by Selina Lin with a 276.
That’s great shooting. Please, keep up the good work and
we hope to see you next year.
We also had one new PVA Cal-Diego member join in the
shooting fun, Harry Parmer, and he did a great job at
rifle, pistol and trap. Welcome aboard Harry, glad to have
you. We also had Ron Jaffe with us on Saturday
photographing the shooting. Thanks Ron, your great
work is appreciated.
Top scores for Saturday singles included nine perfect
scores, 50/50 followed by nine 49’s and eight 48’s. That’s
good shooting. Handicap saw no perfect scores and just

"
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When the dust had settled The Grand Champion for both
days was Logan Mountain 296/300 and the BJ Russell
award was earned by Doug Vann with 278/300. Good
shooting everyone.
The Cal-Diego trap committee consists of the following
members; Hilda Fox, Joseph Fox Sr., Melissa Johnson, Bill
Palmer, Keith Rheinhardt, Doug Vann, Sabrina Vann, Ian
Weitzel, and Jim Russell, all volunteers for PVA CalDiego. They are the folks that do the heavy lifting to
make these events possible.
Our major sponsors are National PVA, The NRA
Foundation, and the Anheuser Busch Corporation plus all
of those individuals that pay the entry fee to join with us
to make this possible. Our thanks to them for their past
and continued support.
All of the scores on this event can be found at PVA.Org/
shootingsports. The remaining events on the 21st Annual
National PVA Trap Circuit are listed on the next page.
Entry forms and complete scores can be found at
PVA.Org/shootingsports. We hope to see you there.
Happy shooting!
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REMAINING SHOOTS ON THE 21ST PVA TRAP CIRCUIT
Edwardsville, IL
April 21 – 23
Minneapolis, MN
April 28 – 30
Baltimore, MD
June 2 – 4
Cedar Rapids, IA
June 16 - 18
Entry forms and complete scores can be found at PVA.Org/shootingsports.

AWARDS
Pistol Grand Champion

Kurt Nelson – 359/400

Pistol Runner-up

Doug Vann 348/400

Rifle Grand Champion

Kurt Nelson – 193/200

Rifle Runner-up

Brian DeLaney – 145/200

Trap

Saturday

Grand Champion

Logan Mountain 296/300

BJ Russell Champion

Doug Vann – 278/300

Handicap short yardage 18-21

Lawrence Chau 48

Toni Bonafiglio 49

Handicap mid yardage 22-24

Gary Trenkle 47

Ron Howell 45

Handicap long yardage 25-27

Bill Sergent 47

Dale Sterling 46

Doubles AA

Terry Bilbey 46

Gene Crawford 44

Doubles A

Herb Jones 45

David Winestad 45

Doubles B

Brian Wright 45

John Kinam 48

Doubles C

Graham Oldham 43

Wayne Schandor 43

Doubles D

Nathan Fox 44

Todd Sanders 46

Singles AA

Rich Davis 50

Chuck Smallenburger 42

Singles A

Paul McIntosh 50

Albert Yapelli 50

Singles B

Keith Rheinhardt 49

Michael Bates 48

Singles C

Hutch Hutchison 49

Jacque Bilbey 44

Singles D

C. Sweinhurt 49

Gary Harper 49

Sunday

YOUTH AWARDS
Champion

Isaac Smith 279/300

Runner-up

Selina Lin 276/300
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Spinal Cord Injury Patient and Family Education Series
The VA San Diego Healthcare System is proud to present a series of classes designed to help spinal cord
injury/disease veterans and their families become more knowledgeable about caring for themselves and
becoming active in the community. The classes are mandatory for all newly injured or Rehabilitation SCI
inpatients, and are highly encouraged for their family members and other SCI/D patients. The classes are
also open to the SCI/D community at-large. Members of your team may assign you to attend certain
classes. All classes are open to any VASDHS outpatients, their family members and personal care
attendants. Classes are held in the VA San Diego HS SCI Center Conference Room (1B123).
Tuesday, April 25, 2017
What is spinal cord injury?
Hayley Howells, PT
How does a spinal cord injury affect
my whole body? What does my
injury level mean? What is a reflex?
What kind of functional outcome can
I expect? What research is being done
on regeneration and healing?

Thursday, April 27, 2017
No Class Today

Thursday, May 4, 2017
Safety in the Home and
Community
John Colaneri, DPT
What are the safety hazards I may find
in my home or community as a person
with a SCI? How can I modify my
home for better safety and
accessibility? What do I do for fire
safety at home? How can I be better
prepared for a disaster such as an
earthquake?
Thursday, May 11, 2017
Tuesday, May 9, 2017
Tools for Success
Tools for Success
Nevah Bartram, LCSW
Nevah Bartram, LCSW
What
is
stress and how can I prevent
What is stress and how can I prevent
stress from ruining my health? What stress from ruining my health? What
are some tools to keep me healthy?
are some tools to keep me healthy?
What resources are available to me
What resources are available to me
and my family as a Veteran with a
and my family as a Veteran with a
spinal cord injury?
spinal cord injury?
Tuesday, May 2, 2017
Managing your Attendant
Phil Dozier, PCA Coordinator
How do I find, hire and supervise a
good personal care attendant (PCA)?
How do I pay for attendant care?
How do I keep good attendants and
avoid problems? How can I learn to
be an employer?

Friday, April 28, 2017
Psychosocial Issues
Corey McCulloch, PhD
How do I learn to cope with the
changes that SCI has caused in my
life? How do I know if I need help
with this process? What types of
therapy are available to me should I
need help adjusting to life with SCI?
Friday, May 5, 2017
Pain Management in SCI
Jeri Muse, PhD
What causes pain after SCI? What
types of pain are common after SCI?
Other than pain medications, what
can be done about this pain? What
resources are there at the VASDHS to
help me with my pain?

Friday, May 12, 2017
Preventing Pressure Ulcers,
Part II
Serena Mah, RN, BSN
How can I prevent pressure ulcers?
Why do some people with SCI get
pressure ulcers and others do not?
What can I do at home to manage
skin problems? How will my SCI
team manage a pressure ulcer in
clinic or in the hospital?

All classes are 12:30PM-1:15PM
Call (858) 552-7453 or 1-800-331-VETS (8387) ext. 7453, for future class schedules or for more information.
"
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Spinal Cord Injury Patient and Family Education Series
Tuesday, May 16, 2017
Bladder Management, Part I
Aubrey Halili, BSN, RN
How does a SCI affect my bladder
and kidneys? What are my options
for bladder management? What are
the common bladder and kidney
complications I need to know about?

Thursday, May 18, 2017
Medical Complications in SCI
Sharlyn Ruhe, PA
What are the possible medical
complications for my breathing,
digestion, heart and blood vessels,
muscles, bones and nerves? How can
I avoid these complications? How
can I help my doctor detect problems
early? What other medications may I
need to take?

Friday, May 19, 2017
Bladder Management, Part II
Rey Puentespina, MSN, RN.
CURN
What are the common bladder and
kidney tests I need to have on a
regular basis? What can be done if I
start to develop kidney or bladder
complications?

Tuesday, May 23, 2017
Taking Charge of Your Life
Celia Macaspac, OTR
Can I be “well” again after SCI?
What can I do to keep control over
my life? What can I do to keep fit?
What are my legal rights with a
disability? What do I do if I think I
have been discriminated against
because of my disability?

Thursday, May 25, 2017
Getting Back to Work
Joan Haskins, MA, CRC
Can I go back to work after an SCI?
Why should I consider working or
volunteering? What resources are
available to me through the VA, the
PVA, and community to help me
meet my goals in this area?

Friday, May 26, 2017
Spirituality and SCI
Chaplain
What is spirituality and how can I
use it to deal with SCI? Can I find
meaning/purpose for my life as an
SCI veteran? What spiritual
resources are available to me or my
family?

Tuesday, May 30, 2017
Recreation and Sports
Kelli Kaliszewski, CTRS
What is leisure and why is it
important? What are the benefits to
me of leisure activities, sports,
staying active and having personal
goals?

Thursday, June 1, 2017
Eating Right for Health
Victoria Clark, RD
What do I need to eat for skin,
muscle, healing and general health?
What is a balanced diet? How do I
keep my weight down or gain
weight? How can I eat “heart
smart”? What are good sources of
fiber for my bowels?

Friday, June 2, 2017
Autonomic Dysreflexia
Emily Kim, BSN, RN
What is autonomic dysreflexia? Why
is it so dangerous? How will I know
if I have it? What can I do to prevent
and manage AD at home? When do I
need to call my doctor or go to the
emergency room with AD?

Thursday, June 8, 2017
Bowel Management
Olivia Robinson, RN, BSN
How does a SCI change bowel
function? How can I avoid
accidents? How do I manage bowel
problems at home? What medications
and foods will affect my bowels?
What techniques can I use for long
term bowel management?

Friday, June 9, 2017
Staying Healthy with SCI
Carol Johnson, MSN, RN,
CNS-BC
What do I need to do to stay healthy
and be sure that any problems are
caught early? What tests and
evaluations should I have on a
regular basis? How can I best use the
VA SCI system of care to my
advantage?

Tuesday, June 6, 2017
Sexuality and SCI
Greg Fong, BSN, RN
Am I still a sexual person? What is
“sexuality”? What are the effects of
SCI on sexual functioning? Can I
still have children? What are my
options? What do I do about erection
or lubrication problems? How can I
still give pleasure to my partner and
myself?

All classes are 12:30PM-1:15PM
Call (858) 552-7453 or 1-800-331-VETS (8387) ext. 7453, for future class schedules or for more information.
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Hitting the Lanes
Story by: John Plaza - Photos by: Steve Shelden

On April 20th 2017 the PVACD Beachcombers finished up
their league bowling with the End of the Season Banquet.
The banquet was attended by all members of the league,
as well as inpatients that were brought over by Gayle
Gray and Jamie Armstrong from Recreation Therapy. The
feast was from Rubio’s Coastal Grill and consisted of
burritos and fish tacos which was enjoyed by all who
attended. The highlight of the banquet was when the
awards were handed out.
After the awards were handed out, we then bowled a
couple of fun games of No Tap. The 1st game was 9 pin
No Tap, and then after everyone was warmed up we
finished with the 2nd game of 8 pin No Tap where Wally
"
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Tauriainen shot a 276. Way to go Wally, and all of the
other bowlers.
It has been decided that the league will start back up on
Thursday May 4, 2017 at 1pm, and will be bowling on the
1st and 3rd Thursday’s of the month. We will be taking
off the week of the National Veterans Wheelchair Games
on July 20th and will then bowl again on August 3rd. If
anyone is interested in joining the PVACD Beachcombers
League please contact the chapter office at 858-450-1443
or show up on Thursday May 4, 2017 at Kearny Mesa
Bowling Alley. Once again, thank you to all who
participated in this past season of bowling, and we are
looking forward to seeing everyone at the bowling alley
when we start back up in May.
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Hitting the Lanes continued...
2017 PVACD BEACHCOMBERS
1st Place Team
Steven Disler and Reggie Booker
2nd Place Team
Doug Godfrey
High Scratch Game
Bud McLeroy with a 150
High Scratch Series
Wally Tauriainen with a 416
High Handicap Game
Patrick Ozborn with a 239
High Handicap Series
Steven Disler with a 719
Most Improved Bowler
Steven Disler from an 81 to a 90.37 for a +9.37
High Average
Wally Tauriainen with a 116.60
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Kevin M. Burke, JD - Broker, CalBRE #01000175, 12526 High Bluff Dr., San Diego, CA 92130

Glen Middleton - REALTOR®,
CIPS®, MRP, RSPS
CalBRE #01975057
Email: MiddG17@gmail.com
Direct 1.619.618.9049

Rocio Middleton - REALTOR®,
CIPS®, MRP, RSPS
CalBRE #01975056
Email: MiddletonReal@gmail.com
Direct 1.619.618.9046

Two Realtors® To Serve You Better!

Glen - US Army Veteran – Paralyzed Veterans of America Member
Rocio – Se Habla Español

www.GlenandRocioMiddleton.com

Annual Health Evaluation Feedback Request
By: DeMarlon Pollard
Please see myself or your NSO before, or right when you start AND when you finish your Comprehensive Annual
Health Evaluation so that we can track the timeliness and completeness of your evaluation.
We wrote an article in the March 2012 Beachcomber which details what comprises a thorough examination per the
VHA Handbook 1176.01. Stop by and I’ll gladly make a copy for you.
Also, please let me know when you are getting a new wheelchair, bed or any prosthetic item which may cost more
than $3,000. We are tracking the timeliness of the orders on your behalf, as the VA has implemented a new order
process which we need to keep an eye on to ensure there continues to be no delays in providing the proper
equipment.
If you have any concerns or questions on any matter, always remember we are here to serve you.
DeMarlon Pollard
National Service Officer
Paralyzed Veterans of America
(858) 552-7519

"
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Did you know that the Department of Veterans
Affairs has issued a national policy to provide
any veteran who meets the physical qualifications
access to ReWalk exoskeleton technology?

What is ReWalk? ReWalk enables individuals
with spinal cord injury (SCI) to stand and walk
and is cleared by the FDA for home
and community use.
For a NoCost Screening and Information on Evaluation and Training
contact your local VA hospital, VA Rehabilitation Center or
contact ReWalk directly at rewalk.com/contact or via phone
at 5082511154 Ext. 741

ReWalk Robotics’ mission is
to fundamentally change the
Quality of Life for individuals
with lower limb disability
through the creation and
development of market
leading robotic technologies.

www.rewalk.com
“When I put the ReWalk on, I feel like I‘m participating in life instead
of just existing, it‘s like having another chance at life.“
Rtd. Army Specialist Gene L.  Spinal Cord Injury in 2001  ReWalker since 2013

BEACHCOMBER MAY/JUNE 2017
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Good Stuff to Know!
PVACD BOWLING LEAGUE

MAY 4

REFLECTIONS ART EXHIBITION

MAY 12-19

REFLECTIONS ARTIST RECEPTION

MAY 13

PVACD BOWLING LEAGUE

MAY 18

PVACD BOWLING LEAGUE

JUNE 1

PVACD BOWLING LEAGUE

JUNE 15

WHEELCHAIR GAMES

JULY 11-22

Ticket Reimbursement Program
The Ticket Reimbursement Program is available for members. Receive $50.00 from PVA, Cal-Diego
Chapter for attending fun events such as: Museums, Padres Games, SeaWorld, Plays, Movies, & Concerts.
It’s important to get out!
Please submit your original ticket stubs (showing dollar amount) to PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter for
reimbursement of up to $50.00 for the six-month period of January 1 - June 30.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Donation Form
Please take this chance to give back to the Programs & People at PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter.
Your valued donations will help support local programs, activities, and events that directly and positively
impact our members and their families, making their lives active and enjoyable.
Name:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________
City:_____________________________________________

State_______________

Zip:______________

Phone:___________________________________________
Donation Amount:

$__________________________

We gladly accept Checks, Money Orders, & Credit Cards
Card#___________________________________________

Exp. Date_____________

CVV#_____________

Please Mail to: PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter
3350 La Jolla Village Drive, Suite 1A-118
San Diego, CA 92161

"
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Donate a Vehicle:
Wheels Helping
Warriors Vehicle
Donation Program
Help us to make a difference in the
life of a paralyzed veteran.
Consider donating your vehicle, boat,
RV or motorcycle to help build
brighter futures for our veterans and
their families... and receive a tax
deduction when you itemize your
return!

Paralyzed Veterans of America’s
Wheels Helping Warriors program
will gladly accept the following
vehicles, regardless of their current
condition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airplanes
Boats
Motorcycles
RVs/campers
Cars
Semi-Tractors
Farm equipment
SUVs
Horse trailers
Trucks
Motorized Wheelchairs

Simply call 1-866-841-2023 or go to
the following link:
www.wheelshelpingwarriors.org
Be sure you have your title in hand
before calling. A representative will
explain all of the details and schedule
a pickup that's convenient for you,
FREE of charge. The average pickup
time is usually 24-48 hours from the
time of the call. Even if your vehicle
doesn't run, we will gladly accept
your donation. Once your vehicle has
been sold, you'll be sent a receipt for
your tax records and the proceeds
from the sale will be donated to the
Paralyzed Veterans of America and
your local chapter.

Social Media
The best way to get the latest, most
up to date information on all things
related to programs and activities
sponsored by the Paralyzed Veterans
of America, Cal-Diego Chapter is to
explore all four of our websites listed
to the right.
These sites are updated on a daily
basis, so please check back often in
order to make sure you don’t miss
any of the exciting and greatly varied
program and recreational activities
coming up over the months ahead.
To show your support, please make
sure you click the “Like” button
when visiting our Facebook pages.
BEACHCOMBER MAY/JUNE 2017
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Chapter Member Birthdays - May & June
Earl W. Walke
Howard Boyer
Moses J. Burke
Michael L. Jackson
William T. Kafka
Wesley J. Bergin
Daniel M. Litzenberg
Ronald F. Eisenhutt
Greg J. Roderick
Earl L. Thompson
John A. Caldwell
William C. Greene
Jeﬀrey D. Dlapa
Isaac P. Lopez
Dwight Odmark
Lawrence W. Ward
William L. Striegel
Anita N. Herron

Hilda Fox
Daniel Tinman
Ronald D. Costa
Christopher Moncada
Michael C. Brown
John M. Woodson
Houston M. Burnside Jr.
Peter Cieslewski
Lucy A. Pollard
Norman D. Giﬃn
Chris S. Jensen
Riley J. Barney
Ralph D. Shadowens
Gregory D. Stickney
Marco R. Bungert
Doug Ebersole
William J. England
Gregory F. Smith

Michael A. Foster
John W. Pou III
Liam P. Ballantyne
Barry J. Flynn
Mark I. Maghran
Richard P. Haynie
Victor M. Ventura
David O. Greta
Cathy M. Cresser
Daniel J. Cronin
Richard H. Constantine
Anthony Leonardi
Antonio A. O’Campo
John D. Martin
John J. Addario
Timothy P. Curtner
William K. Smith
Amos Davis

Dion V. Long
Debra Linder
Charles D. Romero
Anthony P. Mezzadri
Tom F. Gunn
Darren G. Westervelt
Christopher S. Collins
Shannon L. Snowhill
Lani R. Dagley
Efrain Davila
John E. Wagner
Pernell M. Cooper
Faraj A. Haddad
Harrison G. Butler
Gregory M. McPartlin
Michael G. Beuoy
Jhoonar A. Barrera
Howell H. Smith

Become A Volunteer Today!
Give back to the Programs & People at PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter.
Call our office at 858-450-1443 today to find out how you can best support our local programs,
activities, and events that directly and positively impact our members and their families. We need you!
Looking for another way to make
a difference in the life of
a paralyzed veteran?

Simply call 1-855-744-0782
or go to the following link:
www.wheelshelpingwarriors.org

"
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We Salute You.
A very special thank you to all of our donors who continue to make the
programs at PVA, Cal-Diego Chapter thrive and grow.
George Oswell

California 4 Wheelers Club

Walter O’Neill Jr

Thrivent Financial

Pfizer United Way Campaign

Pfizer United Way Campaign

Easterday Foundation

McP’s Pub

North Coast Corvette Club

Ron Eisenhutt

Schwab Charitable

Rear Admiral Ken & Susan Slaght

Golden Boy Mobility

Network for Good

Combined Federal Campaign

Ross & Sue Ehrhardt

Robert Shaw

Robert Gallardo

Crane Fund for Widows and Children

The Gradinger Family Charitable Fund

Donald August Trust

Greg McPartland

San Diego Parrot Head Club
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ABILITY CENTER OF SAN DIEGO

4797 Ruffner St. • San Diego, CA 92111
(858) 541-0552

Ask about our

TRY

BEFORE
YOU BUY
PROGRAM
We’ll put the rental
fees for a wheelchair
accessible van
toward the purchase
of a wheelchair
accessible van.

We have
hundreds
of vans to
choose from:
Used and New!
We buy,
we rent
and we sell
wheelchair
accessible vans

» Side Entry
» Rear Entry
» Manual

Conversions

Also visit us at www.AbilityCenter.com

